
Our company is looking to fill the role of cyber defense. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for cyber defense

Deploying, troubleshooting, and maintaining network-based vulnerability
scanners at subscriber sites to ensure appropriate coverage of scanning
services
Design and implement Cyber Defense strategies, plans and procedures
Measure and report on Cyber Defense performance and growth goals
Oversee daily operations of Cyber Defense and the work of practice
managers
Write and submit reports to practice leaders inall matters of importance
Implement Cyber Security processes for the Cyber Protection Branch and
Active Cyber Defense teams
Employee will participate as a member of integrated government/contractor
teams of technical and subject matter experts in the conduct of Cyber
Security, Information Assurance / Computer Network Defense (IA/CND),
Incident Handling and Response in support of HQ USCENTCOM
Participate in "hunt missions" using threat intelligence, analysis of anomalous
log data and results of brainstorming sessions to detect an eradicate threat
actors on the network
Duties include anomaly detection, tracking, reporting and response
specifically targeted towards computer or network security incidents or
infractions
Create correlations and other logic to identify attackers and defend the
network against advanced attacks
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Prefers three years experience minimum as a domain-level administrator
within a DoD network within the past four years
One year experience as an Assured Compliance Assessment Solution (ACAS)
operator to include Nessus Scanner or Retina within a DoD network and
within the last three years
One year experience as a networked automated remediation system (patch
tool) operator, within a DoD network and within the last three years
Experience with software development methodologies and technologies
Experience with testing integration and maintenance if IA products and
systems
Experience with software systems engineering


